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Here's Bargello like you've never seen it before: stunning quilts full of free-form twists, turns, and

3-D effects that look like Op-art paintings. The biggest surprise is how simple these quilts are to

make! Designer Ruth Ann Berry shows you how to use easy, straight-line strip piecing to create the

illusion of curves in motion. 8 projects with complete instructions plus directions on how to create

your own designs. Slice up your stashâ€•novelty fabrics and even ugly fabrics look good when cut

up for Bargello piecing. Large-scale quilts look spectacular on a bed or on the wall.
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I love when older techniques are revived and refreshed, and that is the case with the Bargello quilt. I

remember making my first one and marveling at how much easier it was than it looked. That quilt

hangs in my cousin&#39;s home today. Ruth Ann Berry looked at ways that she could separate the

moving parts in the design from the static background. She came up with four different solutions to

do this: what she calls a scribble on a solid background; a scribble on a background of busy prints;

the scribble and background made from different, contrasting color runs; and a solid-color splash

across a series of plaids or a background of stripes. I never would have thought of plaids years

past. I loved the energy that the quilts reflect. In addition to the eight patterns she includes, Ruth

Ann also teaches you how to draft your own original design on graph paper. (The Professional

Quilter Magazine, 3/26/14)Here is a new twist on the classic Bargello quilt. Ruth Ann shows you

how to create quilts full of free-form twists, turns, and 3-D effects. She teaches you how to use easy

straight-line strip piecing to create the illusion of curves in motion. Cut up your stash of novelty and

even "ugly" fabrics; they will look great in these large scale projects for beds or walls. Instructions



are provided for eight quilts, plus information on making your own designs. (Quilter's Digest, June

2014)

Ruth Ann Berry comes from a generation of quilters and has been experimenting with a variety of

techniques and fabrics for more than 25 years. Ruth Ann lives northern Michigan with her husband

and children. They own a quilt shop where Ruth Ann teaches quilt classes.

Great pattern book, very easy to follow directions and not as expensive through , more expensive in

quilt shops.

This is a nicely written book. I began my first Bargello design last week and so far so good. The

directions and design techniques listed in this book are a good working tool. This purchase was well

worth it!

Lovely!!!!!!

as described

WOW! What an intriguing book! I may never make a bargello quilt but this book is fun to read. The

technique is different and gives even the less than adventurous like me the impetus to try a bargello.

Directions are offered to make from Ms Berry's patterns or to dive into a unique pattern of ones own

creation.

I am now ready to begin my first Bargello quilt with the assistance of this great tutorial! If you want to

know the ins and outs of Bargello; this book is very helpful.

I love this book. The designs are eye-catching and the step by step instructions are very clear,

which is great for a beginner like me. Part way through my first bargello quilt, so yet to see the proof

of the pudding!

Great book! Very easy to follow directions and beautiful patterns! Love this book!
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Beautiful Bargello Patterns To Make Your Home So Cozy : (Beginner Quilting, Beginning Quilting,

Rag Quilts) Sew, Slice, Spin & Sash: Quick and Easy Strip-Pieced Quilts Beautiful Bargello: 26

Charted Bargello and Needlepoint Designs The Big Book of Strip Quilts: Start with Strips to Make 60

Stunning Quilts Twist-and-Turn Bargello Quilts Cute & Clever Totes: Mix & Match 16 Paper-Pieced

Blocks, 6 Bag Patterns â€¢ Messenger Bag, Beach Tote, Bucket Bag & More Bargello Stitchery:

Vertical Needlepoint (Little Craft Book Series) 50 Fabulous Paper-Pieced Stars: CD included Sew

Yourself a Merry Little Christmas: Mix & Match 16 Paper-Pieced Blocks, 8 Holiday Projects Old

Quilts, New Life: 18 step-by-step projects inspired by vintage quilts Pioneer Quilts: Prairie Settlers'

Life in Fabric - Over 30 Quilts from the Poos Collection - 5 Projects Award-Winning Quilts 2015

Calendar: Featuring Quilts from the International Quilt Association Award Winning Quilts 2014

Calendar: Featuring Quilts from the International Quilt Association Quilts Calendar and Instructions

for 13 Quilts-2002 (16-Month Calendar) Award-Winning Quilts 2013 Calendar: Featuring Quilts from

International Quilt Association Cats and Quilts 2015 Monthly Calendar: 12 Months of Cute Kitties

Snuggled in Quilts and in the Sewing Room Award-Winning Quilts 2012 Calendar: Featuring Quilts

from the International Quilt Association Terrific T-Shirt Quilts: Turn Tees into Treasured Quilts Jiffy

Quick Quilts: Quilts for the Time Challenged (Annie's Quilting) 
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